
Mixed-gender events added to 2020 Olympics
Sources: bbc.com/ huffingtonpost.ca / yahoo.com / the-japan-news.com

There will be more mixed-gender events and more women at
the  2020  Tokyo  Olympics.  The  International  Olympic
Committee  (IOC)  said  men  and  women  would  compete
together  in  archery,  athletics,  judo,  sailing,  shooting,
swimming, table tennis, and triathlon. There will be a 4x400m
mixed  relay  in  athletics  and  a  4x100m  mixed  relay  in
swimming. British Olympics swimming champion Adam Peaty
told the BBC that having mixed events in Tokyo would make
the Olympics "more fun". He said "It's something that would
make things a little bit more fun....It's great to mix things up
from what they've been for so long as it adds a little spice and
[mixed events] are great to watch." The IOC also announced
that there would be more sports at the Tokyo Olympics. IOC
president  Thomas  Bach  said  the  Games  will  be  "more
youthful, more urban and include more women". Not everyone
is happy with the introduction of the new events. Some people
said it was wrong to include urban sports like skateboarding,
3-on-3 basketball,  sport climbing and BMX freestyle.  These
are to try and get more young people to watch the Games.
Having newer sports means there will  be fewer athletes in
more traditional events like weightlifting and wrestling. Tokyo
will be the most gender-balanced Olympics ever. Women will
make up 48.8 per cent of athletes who will  compete at the
Games.

True / False
a) There will be no mixed-gender events in judo. T / F
b) There will be mixed-gender relays in swimming and athletics. T / F
c) A swimming champion said mixed-gender events would take away the fun.T / F
d) The champion said mixed-gender events add a little spice to the Games. T / F
e) The IOC president said the 2020 Games would be more youthful. T / F
f)  Everybody liked the introduction of sport climbing to the 2020 Games. T / F
g) Traditional events like wrestling will have fewer athletes in Tokyo. T / F
h) Women will make up less than 48% of the athletes. T / F
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Synonym Match
(The words in bold are from the news article.)

1.compete a. enjoyable
2.champion b. pleased
3.fun c. contain
4.spice d. excitement
5.great e. take part
6.include f.  customary
7.happy g. not right
8.wrong h. gold medalist
9.traditional i.  until now
10.ever j.  wonderful

Phrase Match

1.  There will be more mixed- a. Olympics ever
2.  men and women would compete b. spice
3.  a 4x400m mixed relay c. 48.8% of athletes
4.  swimming d. of the new events
5.  it adds a little e. together
6.  happy with the introduction f.  like weightlifting
7.  try and get more young people g. champion
8.  in more traditional events h. gender events
9.  the most gender-balanced i.  to watch the Games
10.Women will make up j.  in athletics

Spelling

1. The International Olympic Cmtmteioe (IOC)
2. oteepmc together in archery
3. swimming, table tennis, and ailrnthot
4. 4x400m mixed relay in heatsictl
5. Olympics swimming nphacoim
6. adds a little icspe
7. The IOC also unedcnoan that there would be more
8. the Games will be more hutulyfo
9. the cirdouotntin of the new events
10.BMX teeylefrs
11.taioiartldn events like weightlifting
12.the most gender-blcdanea Olympics ever
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Discussion–Student A Discussion– Student B

a) What do you think about what you 
read?
b) Is the Olympics the world's best 
sporting event?
c) Should every sport in the world be at
the Olympics?
d) What do you think of urban sports 
like skateboarding?
e) How can the IOC get more young 
people to watch the Olympics?
f)  What do you think of traditional 
sports like wrestling?
g) How will having more women 
athletes change the Olympics?
h) What questions would you like to ask
the boss of the IOC?

a) What do you think of the
Olympics?
b) How good is your country at the 
Olympics?
c) What's your favourite Olympics 
sport and why?
d) What do you think of mixed-
gender events?
e) Are you looking forward to 
watching the Olympics?
f) Do the Olympics need to be made 
more fun?
g) How can the IOC 'spice' things up 
at the Olympics?
h) Who is the greatest Olympian in 
history?

Chat
Talk about these words from the article.

2020 / Tokyo / Olympics / athletics / swimming / triathlon / champion / fun / spice /
sports / urban / happy / skateboarding / BMX / traditional / weightlifting / wrestling

Speaking–Olympics events
Rank these with your partner. Put the best Olympics events at the top. Change partners often
and share your rankings.

•wrestling •skateboarding •triathlon •swimming •marathon •cycling •BMX •shooting

Role Play
Role A –The Marathon
You think the marathon is the best Olympics event. Tell the others three reasons why. Tell
them what is wrong with their events. Also, tell the others which is the least interesting of
these (and why): wrestling, skateboarding or swimming.

Role B –Wrestling
You think wrestling is the best Olympics event. Tell the others three reasons why. Tell
them what is wrong with their events. Also, tell the others which is the least interesting of
these (and why): the marathon, skateboarding or swimming.
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Role C –Skateboarding
You think skateboarding is the best Olympics event. Tell the others three reasons why.
Tell  them  what  is  wrong  with  their  events.  Also,  tell  the  others  which  is  the  least
interesting of these (and why): wrestling, the marathon or swimming.

Role D –Swimming
You think swimming is the best Olympics event. Tell the others three reasons why. Tell 
them what is wrong with their events. Also, tell the others which is the least interesting of 
these (and why): wrestling, skateboarding or the marathon.

Writing
What are the good and bad things about mixed-gender sports? Discuss three 
things.

Academic Writing

For and against essays

A "for and against" essay is a formal piece of writing in which a topic is considered from opposing points
of view. You should present both sides in a fair way by discussing them objectively and in equal detail. A good
essay of this type should consist of:

Introduction
Paragraph 1
state topic (summary of the topic without giving your opinion)
Main Body
Paragraphs 2 & 3
arguments for & justifications, examples, and/ or reasons
Paragraphs 4 & 5
arguments against & justification, examples, and/or reasons
Conclusion
Final Paragraph
balanced consideration/ your opinion directly or indirectly

Note: Opinion words (I think, I believe, In my opinion, etc.) can only be used in the closing paragraph where you 
give your opinion on the topic.

Useful expressions and linking words/phrases
• To list points:
Firstly, First of all, In the first place, To begin/start with, Secondly, Thirdly, Finally
• To list advantages:
One/Another/A further/An additional (major) advantage of… is … The main/greatest/first advantage of… is
…
• To list disadvantages:
One/Another/ A further/An additional (major) disadvantage/drawback of. The main/greatest/most 
serious/first disadvantage /drawback of… Another negative aspect of…
• To introduce points/arguments for or against:
One (very convincing) point/argument in favour of… / against, A further common criticism of… / It could be argued
that…..
often claimed/suggested
It is widely argued maintained that…..
generally felt/believed/held

Some/many/most people/experts/scientist/skeptics/critics claim/suggest/argue/feel that…maintain/believe/point 
out/agree/hold that…
advocate (+ing/noun)/support the view that…
oppose the view that…
are in favour of/against…are of the opinion that/convinced that…are opposed to…
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Answers –True False
A F
B T
C F
D F
E T
F F
G T
H F

Answers –Synonym Match
1.e
2.h
3.a
4.d
5.j
6.c
7.b
8.g
9.f
10.i

Answers to Phrase Match and Spelling are in the text.

Academic writing

Points to consider

• Before you start writing your essay you should make a list of the points for and 
against.
• Each paragraph should start with a topic sentence which summarises the topic of 
the paragraph.
e.g. In addition, many people feel reading is a relaxing and worthwhile activity.
• Do not use informal style (e.g. short forms, colloquial language, etc.) or strong 
language to express your opinion (e.g. I know…, etc.). Express your opinion in a non-
emotional way (e.g. It seems that, I therefore feel, etc.).
• Well-known quotations relevant to the topic you are writing about will make your 
composition more interesting. For example, if you are writing an essay on education, 
a quotation you may include is: "Education is a progressive discovery of our own 
ignorance." (Will Durant)
Note: Although these are "balanced" arguments, if you feel that either the for or 
against side is stronger and should be supported, this side should be presented in 
paragraphs 4 & 5, thus leading the reader to your conclusion.

Opracowała : mgr Joanna Sztaba-Surowiec
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Ćwiczenia na licencji Creative Commons

  Mgr Joanna Sztaba-Surowiec
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